NATURAL GAS PRICE OUTLOOK
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EIA reported an injection last week of 75 bcf - slightly above market expectations but 27 bcf below the same week last year. This brings
total storage levels to 3,831 bcf for the week ended October 2nd with such level equating to surpluses of 444 and 394 bcf to last year and the
five-year average respectively. Builds over the next three weeks should total around 160 bcf and would then bring total storage levels to
3,991 bcf for the week ended October 23rd and the respective surpluses to 321 and 325 bcf. And with potentially 2 to 3 weeks of injections
possible thereafter depending on weather - the market will likely see total storage levels exceed 4 tcf for the first time ever.
We had really thought that the bulging storage issue would have created a bigger downside issue for the market. And it has been an issue
for the cash market with Henry Hub cash trading around $1.30 at one point this month. But the futures market appears to be so bulled-up
that it is largely ignoring the very high storage levels and cash to prompt month futures trading at $0.50 to $1.00 spreads is not problematic.

Actual data just released showed dry marketed production at an
average of 89.7 bcf/d for the month. This is a month-on-month
increase of 1.5 bcf/d but 1.6 bcf/d lower than July 2019. This is
also 2.2 bcf/d higher than the lowest resent month reported of
May at 87.5 bcf/d. So supply is somewhat coming back from its
nadir - mostly due to casinghead gas returning from the peak of
acute economic oil well shut-ins during May.
The market is clearly bullish in its trading of recent. And to an
extent we agree that it is a much tighter market going forward.
However, the estimates that we saw from private analysts and EIA
weeklies had July production 1+ bcf/d lower than the actual
reported. So don’t get too bullish as it is not a slam-dunk that net
production declines as rapidly as the market is anticipating. We
still think that production hangs in just under 90 bcf/d at least
through year’s end. But whether actual production over the next 6
to 9 months is lower or higher from here probably depends more
on oil prices than natural gas prices. A crude price bust again into
the low $30’s could cause supply to drop another 1.5 bcf/d by Q1.

So much for Covid-led demand destruction - as total U.S. demand
averaged 80.5 bcf/d in terms of actualized July data. This is 2.8
bcf/d higher than July 2019 and 5.8 cbf/d higher than the five-year
average. All in all, demand has been far stronger than analysts
(including myself) were projecting back Q2 when Covid was novel.
The stronger overall demand on a year-on-year basis was mostly
due to power-gen demand. At an average of 44.3 bcf/d (all-time
high for any month), such level compares to a 41.1 bcf/d average for
July 2019 and thus a 3.2 bcf/d y-o-y gain. And this jump is due to;
(i) significant coal-to-gas fuel switching with gas prices then, (ii)
slightly hotter temps at 13 more y-o-y cooling degree days, - but
mostly, (iii) a large increase in baseline gas-fired gen demand as
more “new” units became fully operational since last summer.
Industrial demand for July at 20.7 bcf/d, while trending higher
relative to earlier 2020 comparisons to 2019, still slightly lagged the
July 2019 level of 20.9 bcf/d (cum 2020 now 0.7 bcf/d below 2019).

Actualized net exports for July totaled 3.94 bcf/d - the lowest
monthly average since March 2019. This reported low level
confirms what we were saying at that time regarding the low level
of LNG exports with the price arb then mostly flat to negative. The
breakdown for the month had (i) Canadian imports at 4.42 bcf/d
or down 15% y-o-y, (ii) LNG imports down 0.4 bcf/d or essentially
flat y-o-y, (iii) LNG exports at 2.65 bcf/d or 48% lower y-o-y, and
(iv) Mexican pipeline exports at an all-time high of 5.84 bcf/d and
for a y-o-y increase of 8%.
Cameron and Sabine LNG were lower due to Hurricane Delta but
already increasing pulls. Mexican pipeline exports should remain
higher y-o-y into at least the end of the year absent Covid issues but will dwindle lower in absolute terms with summer power
demand over. The Fall and Winter price arb to Europe is now back
over $2.00 and so LNG should remain strong absent a turn-around
in prices there. With the resurgence in the LNG price arb - the net
export market could see Nov-Mar demand 1.3 bcf/d higher than
last year (we called for 0.3 bcf/d lower when the arb was lower).

Various odd-lot items herein; (i) Permian gas production is estimated
to be at around 11.2 bcf/d - off its peak but much higher than 2Q lows,
(ii) global crude demand slipped back some in August and was 3ish
million bbls/d lower y-o-y, (iii) power-gen demand this winter on a
weather-normal basis will see lower y-o-y gains than last winter with
new generation up but price-induced economic dispatch lower if gas
prices remain elevated, (iv) weather-normal global LNG demand is
expected to increase 5% this winter over last, and (v) the recent
wildfires in California and air haze therefrom have taken the state’s
large solar fleet’s generation 30ish% lower and thusly has increased
gas-fired power gen demand from surrounding states to fill the gap.

The short-term temp forecast has a cool front dropping down late this
week for the eastern part of the country. This should be supportive to
prices with better early heating demand. However, the longer-term
Euro model has this cool event being short-lived with a return to
normal/above normal after a week and with November showing mild.
Looking ahead to the upcoming winter; note that the last two
withdrawal seasons have seen average monthly demand at 99.5 and
98.2 bcf/d respectively even though last winter was almost three
degrees milder (not population-weighted). This reflects the higher
baseline demand via newly built gas-fired generation. So demand
swings will be more dramatic on acute cold events with less coal to
depend on in the generation stack. BUT it is double-edged sword in
that bouts of mild weather will see much larger downturns in demand.

